CLIMATE AND PEACE
Regarding to the dangerous change of our climate, SCI has decided to act. Adriana Molenda for this
was in Nigeria to inform herself better about this topic and maybe also to see some of the impacts,
climate change has on this region.
To bring this important issue also to Poland, Adriana organized a workshop about climate change for
a group of volunteers, including also three EVS volunteers from Spain, Turkey and Austria. But to
make sure, that more people get informed about climate change, Jeden Świat made the plan to send
us volunteers to the SCI workcamps all around Poland to held a study part about climate change.
The workcamp in Piatek was the first one, where two volunteers, Madgalena Szykor and I, Verena
Schimpl, held the workshop. We met there six volunteers including people from Spain, Italy and from
Jordan and two polish coordinators, who were enjoying their second week in the small city near Łodz.
During planning activities for children and trips to the museum, Łodz or other nice places, they had
time to get to know each other very well.
When we arrived in Piatek, we met a group of friends from different countries and with different

personalities, but with a lot of fun and much motivation.
Because of our workshop we also recognized the big interest about this issue. During group work and
discussions we have seen that the knowledge about climate change is quite huge but I hope it is much
bigger now, after our visit. I hope they can bring this information to their home countries, so we can

reach not only European countries with the engagement of SCI, but also Asian or American countries,
as SCI workcamps always have a lot of non European volunteers.
I really recommend everybody to inform him or herself about climate change, because it is never to
late to act, but we have to do it now and everybody can help saving our planet.
Note: Verena Schimpl

